
Overview of Blow-Fill-Seal Manufacturing and Secondary Packaging Line 
With as little as 1,700 sq. ft. footprint, a single BFS manufacturing line can fill-finish 500 doses per minute – all in a single facility.

BFS Container Labeler

A self-adhesive label is placed on the end tab

of every BFS container, on the opposite side

of any laser engraving.
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Flow Wrapper

All of the cards are placed in a foil

pouch to create and impermeable

barrier.

Aggregator and Shipper

After the cartons are filled,

serialized, and sealed, they 

are placed in shipping boxes.

Pallet Boxes

Boxes loaded with cartons are

placed onto pallets and ready

to be transported to their final

destination.
Cartoner

Erects the cartons and then fills

them with the wrapped units.

Paper inserts may be added as

well to provide instructions or

other critical information.

Punch and Laser
Machine

The excess plastic around

the strip is “punched”

away. Then a laser etches 

the lot number and

expiration date on each

BFS container.

BFS Machine (bp460-15)

In a continuous 3-second

process, the Blow-Fill-Seal

(BFS) machine forms a 25-unit

strip of plastic containers

from molten resin, aseptically

fills each of them with a dose

of a drug, and seals them.

Resin Storage Silo

Pharmaceutical-grade plastic

resin pellets are stored in

large quantities and fed into

the BFS machine.

Product Delivery Tanks

A batch of the formulated

drug product is stored in

these tanks and fed into

the BFS machine.

Separator

The strip of 25 BFS

containers is broken up

into “cards” of 5 BFS

containers each.

Multi-Aspect Inspection
Machine

The cards are inspected

at numerous angles for

physical defects in the

BFS containers. Any

rejected cards are

discarded.

CCIT and Leak Detector

Container closure and

integrity testing on each unit

is performed. Likewise, each

card is inspected for tiny

leaks using a vacuum decay

process. Any BFS card found

with a leak is discarded.1
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FINISHING LINE 8-12 (1,200 sq. ft.)
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BFS LINE 1-7 (500 sq. ft.)
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